My father has always told me that there are two types of people in the world-grievance collectors and problem solvers. With all the recent changes in health care, we tend to hear a lot more from the grievance collectors among us than from the problem solvers. Let's face it-in many ways the ''glory days'' of practicing medicine are over. As physicians, we are facing increasing clinical and administrative responsibilities and expectations, but with decreasing authority and compensation. No wonder physicians have such alarmingly high levels of burnout. And no wonder we're complaining.
But what I tell my trainees, and what I tell myself, is that we, as physicians, regardless of our patients' ultimate outcomes, have the power to make a tremendous difference in the lives of every one of our patients and their families. How so? Much of the joy and honor of our profession comes from the humanity and compassion we choose to share with our patients and their families on a daily basisby smiling, by sitting, by listening, through our eyes and through our hearts, through touch and through introspection, by sharing ourselves and by truly caring.
The fact is, how we give bad news may be remembered as much as the bad news itself. Most of us know that firsthand. We can practice compassion-based medicine, or we can simply dispense data to the most vulnerable in our care. But our patients will remember, either way.
As a practicing fetal/pediatric cardiologist at a large, academic medical center, I see my share of administrative and fiscal challenges. But, thankfully, I also see my share of patients. While I cannot control every patient's outcome, I can control how I communicate with each of my patients and their families.
A person is said never to be taller than when bending over to help a child. I think we should remember why we went into medicine, and treat our patients in ways that define the nobility of our profession (and of ourselves). At the end of the day, regardless of how my next patient does, I know that the way I interact can have a tremendous and long-lasting impact on the entire family-for better or for worse. Just as the science of medicine should be based on evidence, the practice of medicine should be based on compassion.
